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Abstract—We present the first single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) device and image sensor realized in a customized 40nm CMOS front side illuminated (FSI) technology. The 96×40 array utilizes a global shared well layout structure with up to 66% fill factor at 8.25µm pitch and median dark count rate (DCR) less than 70cps at 1V excess bias. A rising edge to rising edge time gating technique is demonstrated achieving a minimum time gate of 360ps FWHM.

I. INTRODUCTION

A common issue when designing planar FSI SPAD image sensors is the tradeoff between sensitivity and integrated functionality due to SPAD and circuitry sharing the pixel area. The relatively large SPAD guard ring structure and the restrictive well spacing rules (SPAD-to-SPAD or SPAD-to-circuit) limit the array design options.

The first CMOS SPAD arrays relied on a standalone SPAD layout which resulted in a large pixel pitch and a low fill factor [1]. As these sensors advanced, SPAD well sharing techniques were proposed [2] and optimized circuit designs which significantly improve fill factor and reduce pixel pitch were adopted, initially in the form of single strip sharing [3] and evolving to double strip sharing and all NMOS circuitry reaching 26.8% fill factor at 8µm pitch [4].

Global well sharing where the SPAD and circuitry are decoupled from each other allowing for a continuous detector array layout with high fill factor has been demonstrated, yet it has been restricted to line sensors [5] and silicon photomultiplier arrays (SiPMs) [6] due to routing complexity and limited 2D scalability.

In this work we demonstrate that global well sharing can be extended to low resolution image sensors by taking advantage of the high routing density of advanced CMOS nodes. Hence we present the first SPAD device and image sensor realized in a customized 40nm CMOS FSI technology. Four trials of the 96×40 array have been fabricated with fill factor up to 66% at 8.25µm pitch.

II. SENSOR LAYOUT

Figure 1 shows a micrograph of the 1mm² sensor highlighting the imaging array and the banks of electronics above and below its periphery. Figure 2 shows a layout view of the bottom right corner of the array where the interface between the shared well SPAD array and the processing electronics is visible. The vertical (green) tracks represent anode connections routed from the array to the corresponding pixel circuits underneath. The SPAD structure has been ported from previous generation 130nm node to 40nm and has a p-well (PW) to deep n-well (DNW) junction with retrograde guard ring as described in [7]. A cross section of the shared well SPAD and its construction is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 4 illustrates the routing of the SPAD anodes in both top and bottom directions to maximize the resolution along the y-axis. Metal routes run over the SPAD guard ring region with the top most SPAD in each half of the array connecting to the first circuit block in order to balance route lengths. The maximum number of connections per column is determined by the metal pitch, spacing rules and metal layer availability in the process. Route length parasitics and potential electrical crosstalk are also a factor.
A drawback of such layout is the need to duplicate some resources such as clock trees as shown in sensor’s block diagram in Figure 5. This increases the overall area of the design and its power consumption.

Although such layout is not as fully scalable as its 3D-stacked counterpart [8], it allows for reduced pixel pitch and higher fill factor than traditional layout techniques in FSI implementations providing a pathway to miniature application specific sensors.

Figure 3. Shared well SPAD structure.

Figure 4. Generic global sharing layout principle. Anode routes from the SPAD active area (red) run over the guard ring region (white) to connect to their corresponding circuits (orange).

Figure 5. Sensor block diagram.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the achievable fill factor and pixel pitch for the different layout styles. The model takes into account process specific spacing rules and implant dimensions for what is considered a conservative SPAD structure and it assumes a 50:50 split between the pixel area dedicated for SPAD and circuit. Global well sharing has a clear advantage in terms of maximum imaging array fill factor and minimum pixel pitch attainable.

Figure 7 models the fill factor versus pixel pitch for global well sharing considering both conservative and aggressive SPAD parameters. The four crosses (red) represent the different trials at 8.25µm pitch fabricated with fill factors ranging from 39% up to 66% by reducing the size of the SPAD guard ring.

Figure 6. Modeled fill factor versus pixel pitch for different layout styles.

Figure 7. Modeled fill factor versus pixel pitch for global well sharing.
III. PIXEL ELECTRONICS

The pixel circuit (also at 8.25μm pitch) is composed of a thick oxide front end to accommodate excess bias voltages up to 3V followed by thin oxide low power 40nm logic as shown in Figure 8. When operated in photon counting mode, a configurable 12-bit ripple counter provides a full well (FW) capacity of 4095 photons with no noise from accumulation or readout due to the digital architecture. Figure 9 shows a grayscale intensity image captured with the sensor in room conditions and 7ms exposure time.

![Pixel Circuit Diagram](image)

In time gated mode the counter splits into three 4-bit bins operating in parallel. An all rising edge gating has been implemented as outlined in Figure 10 in the context of fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM). The time gates are externally programmable and are defined as the time difference between the rising edges of gating signals G1 to G4 as opposed to the conventional square-like gate. This dual pulse (rising edge to rising edge) approach has the advantage of eliminating gate width mismatch due to imbalanced rising and falling times of gate drivers and overcoming the problem of single pulse time gate (rising edge to falling edge) where the column RC bandwidth limits the minimum gate duration that can be propagated.

When a SPAD fires, its rising edge samples the state of gating signals and the in-pixel decision logic increments the corresponding bin slowly building a coarse histogram of the scene. Having parallel time gates increases the photon collection efficiency per laser repetition but reduces the bin depth requiring multiple readouts before enough photons are collected for post processing.

IV. RESULTS

The SPAD’s DCR has been characterized at room temperature and different excess bias voltages for the four implemented trials. Figure 11 shows how DCR increases as the guard ring dimensions are pushed to the limit suggesting the onset of edge breakdown. Although this is a 40nm process the median DCR measured for all trials is below 70cps at 1V excess bias which compares well against other CMOS implementations [2][7] due to the customized SPAD implants.

![DCR vs Excess Bias](image)

The time gates have been characterized by sweeping a Hamamatsu PLP10 443nm laser in time using a DG645 Stanford Delay Generator in steps of 25ps. A minimum time gate of 360ps FWHM has been measured which is a 2× improvement to the reported state of the art for time gated SPAD image sensors [9]. Figure 12 shows the time gate profile of bin 1 of a randomly selected pixel with the distribution across the array inset (σ of 31ps).

![Time Gate Profile](image)

Another property of the rising edge to rising edge time gating technique has been characterized which is the handover between the gates. In conventional gating techniques the mismatch in propagation paths and edge
rising and falling times creates a dead zone in between contiguous gates resulting in loss of photons.

To characterize this behavior, the DG645 box was used to generate two contiguous square-like 20ns wide time gates which were connected to bin 1 and bin 2 of the array respectively. The laser was swept through in steps of 100ps and the cumulative counts of the sensor are plotted against time. Figure 13 shows the normalized response of the two bins (time gates) and an undesirable dip in photon counts is clear at the handover interface between them.

On the other hand, the same experiment was repeated for the rising edge to rising edge technique with the delay generator box outputting three edges defining the 20ns time gates. Figure 14 shows the improved response obtained where the dip is no longer present suggesting a continuous handover. This is due to the fact that the second edge acts as the ending and starting edges of bins 1 and 2 respectively.

V. CONCLUSION

Implementation of SPAD devices in technology nodes as advanced as 40nm with customized implants to improve SPAD performance is maturing. Such nodes allow for unique global well sharing layout styles taking advantage of the high routing density achieving small pitch and high fill factor miniature arrays albeit with limited scalability. Edge to edge time gating techniques coupled with edge triggered circuits which can be compactly implemented in deep submicron technologies offer an opportunity for optimizing the time gate minimum width and efficiency for demanding applications such as FLIM.
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